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Earthquake Rocks 
Northern California 

Theme: Witnessing in Disasters 
Text: Acts 16:25-34 
Sermon Title: "Earthquake EvCU1gelism" 

Intro. The worst tremblor since the Great 
Earthquake of 1906 struck San Francisco as 
fans and television viewers around the world 
prepared to watch the opening of a World 
Series baseball game between San Francisco 
and Oakland. 

Dozens of motorists were killed when a 
1 1/2 mile long slab of double-decked freeway '88D 
collapsed in Oakland . At least 20 more 
perished in collapsed homes and other 
buildings. Widespread structural damage was 
done throughout the Bay Area. 

Disasters and tragedies provide Christians 
opportunities for ministry and witnessing. The 
most famous earthquake in the Bible resulted 
in classic Christian witnessing . Seven 
principles seen in both Philippi and San 
Francisco. 
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A . Disasters UpseJ the Order ofThings (v.26) 
1. Text - Praising (25) Deslruction (26) 
2. S.F. - Activites, World Series halted 
3. Normalcy not guaranteed (Jms 4:13-fb) 

B. Disasters Cause Panic (v.27) 
1. Text - Wrong assumptions, self-blame 
2. S.F. - People terrified, then reflective 
3. Believers need to be calm. sensible ... P. 

C. Disasters Bring Ow the B (v28J9.. ik, 
1. Text - Prisoners did not escape 
2. S.F. - Minimum crime, max service 
3. Chance to display Christian character 

D. Disasters Emphasize Essen1ials (v.29-30) 
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1. Text - Jailer requests salvation 
2. S.F. - Games, schedules cancelled-J.r(e- -~I/Mt" 
3. Get serious about priorities~: flJ.fJ.....«IJ/crA~~ 

E. Disasters Makes Opportunities for Witness 
(v. 31-33) Th.,+ ,Wt>1~ w,.,/d Ctt-L. ,+->,y 
1. Text - Evangelism (31) Service (32) 
2. S.F. - Rescue of one survivor on 1-880 
3~ Rlert to every open door-...fy flt~ ~/k ... 

F. Disasters Cre~ a New Fellowship (v33) 
1. Text - Service. baptism 
2. S.F. - Service, wuty, common growtd 
3. Need to retain new relationships 

G. Disasters Increase Failh and Joy (v34) 
1. Text - Believing and rejoicing . ';J,..;/-tn, 
2. S.F. - God recognized, gratitude, joy 
3. Christians should reflect faith and joy 

Concl. Whatevcz lhe tragedy or disaster, we 
should always use the oppurtunity to minister 
to the hurting and witness to the lost. 
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A man trapped 
for four days under an earthquake-collapsed 
Oakland freeway in a subcompact car was 
pulled alive from the rubble Saturday, Oct. 21. 

Buck Helm, a longshoreman's clerk. had 
a steady pulse and was in stable condition. 
Rescuers said Helms was packed inside the 
driver's seat. Paramedic Diana Moore and 
rescuers crawled into an area 3 1/l feet tall. 

Helm was removed from a hole punched 
through the car with a jaws-of-life devise, 
placed on a gurney and lifted out with a crane. 
He had a crushed chest, head and leg injuries. 

Workers toiled for days uncovering 
bodies from the 1 1/4 mile long stretch of 
double-deck Interstate 880. By Saturday there 
was little hope of finding anyone alive. 

The discovery of a survivor in one of the 
most heavily damaged sections of collapsed 
freeway was totally unexpected. Workers had 
searched that section five times earlier in the 
week and found no one alive. On Saturday an 
engineer went up onto the freeway to survey 
the section. Through the narrow opening in 
the wreckage, he saw a man wedged inside a 
partially crushed car move his hand. Full
scale rescue efforts began immediately. 

Finding a man alive put renewed v_igor 
into rescue workers, eager to continue working 
for the chance of another miracle. 

"They're going up there no matter how 
dangerous it is . They're ready to tear this 
whole thing apart looking for people," said Jeff 
Breckenridge, a worker assisting in the rescue. 

Jim Mendonsa, who helped Helm out. 
said, 'This is why I'm here . This is what this 
effort has been all about"~y 'C/1(/RC# . 


